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Tourist numbers increase by a yearly 14.2% in the first half of 2017

The number of tourists coming into Lebanon reached 826,129 in the first half of 2017, indicating 
a yearly 14.2% increase from 723,105 tourist arrivals reported during the first half of 2016.

In terms of country of origin, the number of tourist arrivals from Arab countries witnessed the 
highest year-on-year increase of 21.5% in the first half of 2017 reaching a total of 265,287 
arrivals. In addition, the number of tourists from Europe rose by a yearly 12.4% and reached 
267,906 while tourists from Oceana (Australia and proximate islands) and Asia increased by 
11.4% and 11.2% reaching 30,932 and 66,803 tourists, respectively. As for American and 
African tourists, they recorded a year-on-year increase of 11.1% and 4.7% to reach 143,882 and 
51,032, respectively.

The number of tourist 
arrivals to Lebanon 
reached 826,129 in 
the first half of 2017.

In terms of country 
of origin, the number 
o f  tou r i s t  a r r i va l s 
from Arab countries 
witnessed the highest 
year-on-year increase 
by 21.5% in the first 
half of  2017 reaching 
265,287.

Source: Ministry of Tourism, Bankmed Research 
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Overall tourist spending in Lebanon increases by 6% in the first half of 2017

In the latest report for the first half of 2017, Global Blue Lebanon, the VAT refund operator, 
reported a 6% increase in tourist spending in Lebanon compared to the first half of 2016. The 
figures published by Global Blue Lebanon represent purchases by tourists in Lebanon whose 
VAT was claimed giving a fair view on tourist shopping trends.

Visitor spending from Kuwait witnessed the largest increase by a yearly 47% in the first half 
of 2017, followed by tourist spending from United States, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Syria. It is 
important to note that the spending distribution by country of residence for the first half of 2017 
reveals that tourists from Saudi Arabia accounted for 15% of total tourist spending, followed by 
tourists from UAE with an 12% share, Kuwait (7%), Syria and Jordan (6% each), and Egypt and France (5% each). 

In terms of spending distribution by category, the report reveals that fashion and clothing 
accounted for the largest share of 70% of total tourist spending in the same reporting period 
followed by watches and jewelry with a 16% share.

The tourist spending evolution by category showed a drop of a yearly 11% in spending on 
watches and jewelry. On the other hand, electronics and household appliances recorded the 
highest spending evolution for the second quarter of 2017 increasing by a yearly 39%. It was 
followed by souvenirs and gifts with a yearly 32% rise when compared to the second quarter of 2016.

Visitor spending from 
Kuwait witnessed the 
largest increase by a 
yearly 47% in the first 
half of 2017, followed 
by tourist spending from 
United States (30%)
and Saudi Arabia (19%).

Tourists from Saudi 
Arabia and UAE 
accounted for the 
largest shares of total 
tourist spending with 
a share of 15% and 
12%, respectively. 

Electronics and household 
appliances  recorded 
the highest spending 
evolution for the second 
quarter of 2017 
increasing by a yearly 
39% when compared 
to the second quarter of 
2016.
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The average rate per room at Beirut hotels reaches USD 145 in the first half of 2017, up 
by a yearly 6.6%

An analysis of the hotel sector performance for the first half of 2017 released by Ernst & Young's 
benchmark survey indicated that hotel occupancy rate in Beirut stood at 61.6% in the first half 
of 2017, up from 55.1% over the same period in 2016 and slightly lower than the MENA average 
of 62.1%. The highest hotel occupancy rate was witnessed in Dubai at 79.3%, followed by Abu 
Dhabi and Ras Al-Khaimah by 76.0% and 74.6%, respectively. Hotels in Amman, on the other 
hand, witnessed the lowest occupancy rate of 46.6% during the first half of 2017.

As for the average rate per room at Beirut hotels, it witnessed a 6.6% yearly increase in first half 
of 2017 to reach USD 145 which came below the regional average rate per room of USD 192.3, 
slightly declining by 0.4% from the same period last year. Moreover, Cairo and Abu Dhabi came 
after with the least expensive average rate per room within the region at an average of USD 85 
and USD 121, respectively.
 
During the first half of 2017, Makkah posted the highest average rate per room in the region at 
USD 344.  Moreover, the revenues per available hotel room in Beirut were recorded at USD 89 
during the first half of 2017, up from USD 75 reported during the same period in 2016, thereby 
increasing by a yearly 18.7%. Regionally, Dubai reported the highest revenues per available hotel 
room which stood at USD 209, while Cairo reported the highest increase in revenue per available 
room at a yearly 101.7% growth rate.

Hotel occupancy rate in 
Beirut stood at 61.6% 
in the first half of 2017, 
up from 55.1% reported 
during the same period in 
2016  and slightly lower 
than the MENA average of 
62.1%.  

Revenues per available 
hotel room in Beirut were 
recorded at USD 89 
in the first half of 2017, 
increasing by a yearly 
18.7%. 
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The Coincident Indicator 
registered 308.6 points 
in May 2017, going up 
by a yearly 3.5% from 
298.2 points registered
in May 2016.

Coincident Indicator increases by 3.5% on a yearly basis in May 2017

The Coincident Indicator, the composite indicator of economic activity in Lebanon monitored by the 
Central Bank, reached 308.6 points in May 2017, increasing by 3.5% from 298.2 points recorded in 
May 2016 and reporting a decrease of 2.8% when compared to April 2017.

Overall, during the period from May 2016 to May 2017, the Coincident Indicator recorded eight monthly 
increases: May 2016, followed by the months of August, October, November 2016 and from January 
until April 2017.

The Coincident Indicator is an average of eight weighted economic indicators including electricity 
production, cement deliveries, cleared checks, money supply M3, passenger flows, imports of 
petroleum derivatives, total imports, and exports.
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BDL’s total reserves 
including gold, reached 
USD 53.8 billion as at 
end-July  2017.

The Central Bank’s assets reach USD 109.3 billion at end-July 2017 with USD 11.6 billion 
in gold reserves

Banque du Liban (BDL)’s bi-monthly balance sheet as at end-July 2017 reported total assets of USD 
109.3 billion, recording a 7.7% increase from end-July 2016.

As at end-July 2017, gold stood at USD 11.6 billion going down by a yearly 5.7% while foreign assets 
recorded a yearly 14.7% increase to reach USD 42.2 billion. Moreover, loans to the local financial sector 
increased by a yearly 8% to reach USD 5.6 billion as at end-July 2017.

On the liabilities side, BDL reported an increase of 9.8% year-on-year in financial sector deposits to 
reach USD 88.1 billion, accounting for 80% of total liabilities along with a 3.8% drop in public sector 
deposits, which amounted to USD 6.4 billion as at end-July 2017. 
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L o c a l  c u r r e n c y  t e r m 
deposits “M2” decreased 
by USD 125  mil l ion 
during the week of July  
06-13, 2017 and reached 
USD 54.929  bil l ion.

Deposits denominated in foreign currencies expand by USD 285 million during the week 
of July 06-13, 2017

On the monetary front, the overall money supply “M4” increased by 199 million during the week of 
July 06-13, 2017 to around USD 143.337 billion, while the non-banking sector treasury bills portfolio 
increased by USD 39 million during the same week.

Lebanese Pound denominated deposits and currency in circulation “M1” decreased by 2.1% (or 
USD 141 million) during the aforementioned week to USD 6.452 billion. In parallel, local currency term 
deposits “M2” decreased by USD 125 million during the same week to stand at USD 54.929 billion.

The private sector term and saving deposits denominated in LBP (M2-M1) increased by USD 17 million 
during the mentioned week to around USD 48.478 billion, while deposits denominated in foreign 
currencies (M3-M2) expanded by USD 285 million during the week to reach USD 82.160 billion.

Disclaimer
This material has been prepared by Bankmed, sal based on publicly available information and personal analysis. It is provided for information purposes only. It is not intended to be 
used as a research tool nor as a basis or reference for any decision. 
The information contained herein including any opinion, news and analysis, is based on various publicly available sources believed to be reliable but its accuracy cannot be 
guaranteed and may be subject to change without notice. Bankmed, sal does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, continued availability or completeness of such information. 
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